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What happened so far...

- 1. WGLC in Feb 2021
  - Lots of input and some discussion at IETF-110 in March
  - Thanks for all the reviews!
- 2. WGLC in April 2021
  - Again quite a bit of input but only few actually non-editorial changes (see next slides)
  - Thanks again for all the re-reviews!
- -11 submitted in April
- -12 submitted in June
- One new issue on GitHub since… see later slides
Updates to applicability statement in -12

- Discussion and clarification about use of ALPN token “h3” (PR #375)
  - Thanks Martin Duke and Lucas!

- Refined guidance on use of DSCP (PR #383)
  - Thanks Gorry!

- Refined text on ACK frequency (for constraint networks) (PR #386)
  - Thanks Gorry, Martin Thomson, Ian, and Lucas!
Updates to manageability statement in -12

- Clarified guidance on PMTUD ([PR #370](https://github.com/ietf-yangModels/YANG/pull/370))
  - Thanks Gorry!

- SNI parsing clarified ([PR#388](https://github.com/ietf-yangModels/YANG/pull/388)) and appendix A removed
  - Thanks David and Ian! (one more editorial PR ready to merge...)


New issue(s)

- (We need to double-check contributors and the acknowledgement section!)
- New PR on source port recommendations ([PR #392](https://github.com/QUICwg/QUICwg/pull/392))
  - Raised by mnot on list
  - Discussion also on-going in tsvwg
  - Is this guidance QUIC-specific?
  - Should we add it?
  - Is there also NAT guidance needed in the manageability statement?
- Also: More guidance about server privacy after resumption or migration?
  - This came up in another recent discussion on the mailing list
  - But belonged in transport draft...?